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Abstract 
 
A generalized inverse semigroup is a regular semigroup in which the set of idempotents 
satisfies a permutation identity. It is proved that S is a generalized inverse semigroup if 
and only if S is an orthodox semigroup and locally inverse semigroup. If S is a 
generalized inverse semigroup which is also completely 0-simple then S is a generalized 
Brandt semigroup.  Previous structure theorem for generalized inverse semigroup has 
been given by Yamada. In this paper we established a new structure theorem for the 
generalized inverse semigroup and then we specialized this to a generalized Brandt 
semigroup. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Throughout the paper, S stands for an arbitrary regular semigroup unless stated 
otherwise. For standard notions and notation in semigroup theory we refer the reader to 
the textbook of Howie [3]. Yamada [7] has given a complete classification of generalized 
inverse semigroups in terms of inverse semigroups, left normal bands, and right normal 
bands. In addition, or for emphasis, we start by recalling the concept of generalized 
inverse semigroup and we list some elementary properties of generalized inverse 
semigroup and generalized Brandt semigroup from {1,2,4,5,6].  In section 2 we 
established a new structure theorem for the generalized inverse semigroup and then we 
specialized this to a generalized Brandt semigroup.  
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By a permutation identity in the variables nxxx ,...., 21 , we shall mean an identity 

npppn xxxxxx ............
2121 =  

where ),...,( 21 nppp  is a nontrivial permutation of (1,2,...,n). 
 

Example 1.1   (C) Commutativity: 1221 .. xxxx = ; 
(LN) left normality: 231321 xxxxxx = ; 
(RN) right normality: 312321 xxxxxx = ; and  
(N) normality: 42314321 xxxxxxxx = . 
are all permutation identities and each of the following identities is not a permutation 
identity. 
(LS) left singularity: 121 xxx = ; 
(RS) right singularity: 221 xxx = ; and 
(R) rectangularity: 31321 xxxxx = . 
 
Lemma 1.2  The following condition on a band B are equivalent. 
(1)B is a right normal band (that is, a band satisfying the identity (RN) ) 
(2)For eBBeBe ⊆∈ , . 
(3)B is L- unipotent  (that is, each L- class is a singleton set) 
(4)Each D- class of B is a right singularity (that is, ef= f  whenever eDf )  
(5) efe = fe for all e, f ∈ B. 
 
Lemma 1.3  (1)Suppose S is a locally inverse semigroup. Then for 

),()(),(, hesfESEfe ω=∈  where ),( efSh∈ , the sandwich set.  In particular, 
idempotents of esf  commute. 
(2)Suppose S is locally orthodox, then for ),(, SEfe ∈  idempotents of esf form a band.  
 
Lemma 1.4 A band B is normal if and only if eBe  is a semilattice for .Be∈  
 
 Since ,xyzx  xBxxyzx∈  for ,,, B∈zyx  and ,, xxzyxxxyzx ≤≤ we have 

xzyxxyzx =  so we have the following obvious lemma. 
 
Lemma 1.5  A band B is normal if and only if it satisfies the identity xzyxxyzx =  or 

xzxyxxyxzx =  for every B∈zyx ,, . 
 
Proposition 1.6  Let S be an orthodox and locally inverse semigroup. Then the set of 
idempotents of S is a normal band. 
 
Proposition 1.7  If the set of idempotents  B of a regular semigroup S satisfies a 
permutation identity then B is a normal band. 
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Definition 1.8  A generalized inverse semigroup is a regular semigroup in which the set 
of idempotents satisfies a permutation identity. 
 The following theorem gives a characterization of generalized inverse semigroup. 
 
Theorem 1.9  Let S be the regular semigroup. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1)S is a generalized inverse semigroup. 
(2)The set of idempotents of S is a normal band. 
(3)S is orthodox and locally inverse semigroup.  
 
Definition 1.10 A semigroup S is a Brandt semigroup if S is an inverse semigroup and 
completely 0- simple. 
 
Definition 1.11 A semigroup S is a generalized Brandt semigroup if  
(1) S is an orthodox semigroup with 0.   
(2) every non zero idempotents of S is primitive, and  
(3) for any nonzero idempotents fe,  of S }0{≠eSf . 
 
Lemma 1.12 If S is a generalized Brandt semigroup, then efe = e and fef = f or ef = fe = 
0 for every non zero idempotents of e , f ∈ S. 
 
Theorem 1.13 A semigroup S is a generalized Brandt semigroup if and only if S is a 
generalized inverse semigroup and completely 0-simple.  
 
 
2. Generalized Inverse Semigroup 
 
Previous structure theorem for generalized inverse semigroup has been given by Yamada 
[7]. In this section, we give another structure theorem for generalized inverse semigroup. 
We then specialize to generalized Brandt semigroup.                        
  Let Ω  be an inverse semigroup and Γ be the semilattice idempotents of Ω . 
Consider Γ  as a category as usual. Let →Γ:L sets and  →Γ:R sets be two functors. 
That is, L  associates each  eLe →  and for every fe ≥ , a function 

),(:),( feLfefe a→  from eL to fL such that ideeL =),(  and 
),(),(),( geLgfLfeL =  where gfe ≥≥  in Γ . Similarly for R . Take                

S );( Γ⊗Ω⊗= RLS  },,:),,{( 11 xxxx
RfLexfxe −− ∈∈Ω∈=   

and define a multiplication on S by,      
         ),(,),,((),,)(,,( 111111 xyxyyyhRxyxxyyxxeLhygfxe −−−−−−= ) . 
Now by simple calculation we can easily prove the following lemma.  
 
Lemma 2.1 S is a regular semigroup in which the set of idempotents of S is a normal 
band. Hence S is a generalized inverse semigroup. 
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Remark 2.2 Suppose B is a normal band with structure semilattice  Γ . Then R  and L  
are congruence on B. Take Bxxx ∈321 ,, . By normality , 231231321 . xxxxxxxxx =  and  

321321231 . xxxxxxxxx =  implies that  231321 xxRxxxx . So in B/R, 
_

1x
_

2x
_

3x  =
_

1x
_

3x
_

2x  for 
_

1x ,
_

2x ,
_

3x ∈B/R. Hence B/R is a left normal band with structure semilattice Γ  and 
similarly, B/L is a right normal band with structure semilattice Γ   such that the following 
diagram commutes.  

                           
Lemma 2.3  Let Γ  be a semilattice and →Γ:L sets be a functor . Then U

Γ∈

=
e

eLL is a 

left normal band with respect to multiplication such that for each 
,, fe LbLa ∈∈ ),( efeaLba =o . Conversely every left normal band  can be obtained in 

this way.  
  Dually, let Γ be a semilattice and let →Γ:R sets be a functor. Then U

Γ∈

=
e

eRR is 

a right normal band with respect to multiplication such that for each ,, fe RbRa ∈∈  
),( effbRba =o . Conversely every right  normal band  can be obtained in this way.  

 
Proof. Take ,, fe LbLa ∈∈ and gLc∈ . Then,          
 =cba oo )(  cefeaL o),( ),(),( efgefLefeaL=                               
                ),(),( fgfbLaefgeaL o==                                         
                = )( cba oo implies that L is a band. Further,                                 
    ),(),( efgeaLfgfbLacba == ooo                                         
                ),( egfeaL=   since Γ  is a semilattice                                          
                bcagfgeLa ooo == ),(  
and hence L  is a left normal band.                        
  Conversely, suppose B is a left normal band with structure semilattice Γ. For  

Γ∈e , let  eL be the D-class of e . For fe ≥ , define fe LLfeL →:),(  as follows:  
hkfehL =),(  whenever fLk ∈ . Since fLkk ∈', , by left normality,  

B

B/L 

ΓB

B/R 

Γ
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),(,''' feLhkkhkhkkhk === is well defined. For hheeehLLh e ==∈ ),(,  and for 
gfe ≥≥ ,  ),(),(),( gfhkLgfLfehL =  where fLk ∈                                                   

                          'hkk=  where gLk ∈'                                                    
                          ),( gehL=  since gf LkLk ∈∈ ',  implies gLkk ∈'  implies that L  is a 
functor.                  
 
Let L  be the associated left normal band. Define BL →:θ be the identity map, for 

fe LkLh ∈∈ , , we have hkhhkefehLkh === ),(o . Therefore 
                                             khhkhkkh oo === θθ )()( , 
and hence θ  is an isomorphism.  
 
 The second statement can be proved dually.  
Let us now present our structure theorem for generalized inverse semigroup.  
 
Theorem 2.4  If S = S( Γ⊗Ω⊗ ;RL ) then S is a generalized inverse semigroup. 
Conversely, every generalized inverse semigroup can be obtained in this way.  
 
Proof. To prove the converse half, suppose T is a generalized inverse semigroup with B 
as its band of idempotents. Then B is normal . Let Γ  be the structure semilattice of B. Let 

=rB B/R be the left normal band with the structure semilattice Γ  and lB = B/L be the 
right normal band with the structure semilattice Γ . Let be the left normal band with the 
structure semilattice Ω  be the maximum inverse image of T with projection Ω→T:π  

and Γ=Ω)(E , for Bf ∈ , denote rr Bff ∈=
→

π  and ll Bff ∈=
←

π . 
 
 

       
 
 
 

B

Bl 

Γ
π

πl 
π2 

B

Br 

Γ
π

πr 
π1 
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Let →Γ:L sets such that Γ∈∀e , define  

           }:{ efBfL re =∈=
→→

π  }:{ efBf r =∈=
→

π  

If fe ≥  then fe LLfeL →:),(  defined by, 
→→

= hkfeLh ),(  where ,fLk ∈
→

is a functor 
associated with rB . Similarly →LR : sets is a functor associated with lB . 
Define, 

          S = S( Γ⊗Ω⊗ ;RL ) = },,:),,{( 11 xxxx RfLexfxe −− ∈∈Ω∈
←→←→

 

          By ),,(
←→

fxe ),,(
←→

hyg  )).,(,),,(( 111111 xyxyyyRhxyxxyyxxLe −−−
←

−−−
→

=  

 Define a map ST →:θ  by )',,'(
←→

= xxxxxx πθ  where ).(' xVx∈  Since )(" xVx ∈  

then "'Rxxxx  and xxLxx "' , )',,'(
←→

xxxxx π = )",,"(
←→

xxxxx π , the map is well defined . Now 
we shall show that θ  is an isomorphism. 
 
         Suppose θθ yx = . Then for )('),(' YVyxVx ∈∈  we have ππ yx = , ''Ryyxx  and 

yxLyx '' . That is 1),( −∩∈ ππ oHyx and hence yx = . Therefore θ  is one to one. To 

prove onto take Sfxe ∈
←→

),,( . Choose Ty∈  such that xy =π .Let )(' YVy∈ , then 
1' −= xy π . Now )(' eyfVefy ∈  and ππ eefyeyf =)'.(  implies that eDefyeyf '. . Since 

eefyeyf ≤'. , eefyeyf ='. . Similarly, feyfefy =.' . 
Hence   

           =θ)(eyf efyeyf '.( , ).',)( eyfefyeyf π  = ),,(
←→

fxe . 
Take Tyx ∈,  with )('),(' YVyxVx ∈∈  then ).('' xyVxy ∈  Therefore, 

                       =θθ yx . )',,'(
←→

xxxxx π )',,'(
←→

yyyyy π  

                                  = )))''(,)'((',)(),)''(,)'(('( πππππ xyxyyyRyyxyxxyyxxLxx
←→

 

                                  = )''',)(,'''( yxyyxyxyxxyyxx π  
 
                                   = )'',)(,''( xyxyxyxxyy π = θ)(xy . 
Thus θ  is an isomorphism. 
 
       A structure theorem for generalized Brandt semigroup has been given by Yamada 
[7]. We now state our new structure theorem for  generalized Brandt semigroups. 
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Let Ω  be a Brandt semigroup, and Γ be the semilattice of idempotents of Ω . Consider 
Γ  as a discrete category. That is, objects are idempotents and each arrow is an identity. 
Let →Γ:L sets and  →Γ:R sets be two functors. Here }0{ rR =o  and }0{ lL =o  consist 
of single elements. Take  
S );( Γ⊗Ω⊗= RLS  },,:),,{( 11 xxxx

RfLexfxe −− ∈∈Ω∈=  
It is clear that Sfxe ∈),,(  implies rl fex 0,0,0 ===  or rl fex 0,0,0 ≠≠≠ . 
 
Define a multiplication on S by 
 

 
⎩
⎨
⎧

=
)0,0,0(
),,(

),,)(,,(
rl

hxye
hygfxe

if
if

0
0

=
≠

xy
xy

 

 
Theorem 2.5   If  S );( Γ⊗Ω⊗= RLS  then S is a generalized Brandt semigroup. 
Conversely , every generalized Brandt semigroup can be obtained in this way. 
 
Proof.  It is easy to verify that S satisfies (1)-(3) of Definition 1.11, S is a generalized 
Brandt semigroup. 
            To prove the converse part, suppose T is a generalized Brandt semigroup with B 
as its band of idempotents. By theorem 1.13, S is a generalized inverse semigroup and 
hence B is normal. Let Γ  be the structure semilattice of B. Let RBBr /=  be the left 
normal band with structure semilattice Γ  and LBBl /=  be the right normal band with 
structure semilattice Γ . Let Ω  be the maximum Brandt (inverse) image of  T with 
projection Ω→T:π  and Γ=Ω)(E . As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, for Bf ∈ , denote 

rr Bff ∈=
→

π  and ll Bff ∈=
←

π . Let →Γ:L sets such that Γ∈∀e , define  

           }:{ efBfL re =∈=
→→

π  }:{ efBf r =∈=
→

π  

For ,:),( eeee →  define ee LLeeL →:),(  is an identity function. Then L  is a functor 

associated with rB . Hence }0{}0{ lL ==
→

o . Similarly →Γ:R sets is a functor associated 
with lB . 
So theorem 2.5 reduces to the following 

S = S( Γ⊗Ω⊗ ;RL ) = },,:),,{( 11 xxxx RfLexfxe −− ∈∈Ω∈
←→←→

 
By 

     ),,(
←→

fxe
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

=
←→

←→

)0,0,0(
),,(),,(

rl

hxyehyg
if
if

0
0

=
≠

xy
xy
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Define a map ST →:θ  by θx )',,'(
←→

= xxxxx π  where )(' xVx∈ . As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4, θ  is well defined, one to one and onto. Take Tyx ∈,  and )(' xVx∈ , 

)(' yVy∈ , then 

                            =θθ yx . )',)(,'(
←→

yyxyxx π  

                                       )'',)(,''( yxxyxyxxyy π=  
                                       θ)(xy=  
Hence θ  is an isomorphism. 
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